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About the speakers

**Borisova, Tatiana**, LL.D, PhD (History) is Associate Professor of History at Higher School of Economics, St.Petersburg. The scope of her research is cultural history of Russian law in 18-20 centuries. She studies Russian legal tradition, as it was articulated by Russian intellectuals and legal scholars. She is also interested in continuity and changes in law-making and implementation of law in late imperial early Soviet Russia as complex, not top-down processes.

**Butler, William E.** is John Edward Fowler Distinguished Professor of Law, Penn State University Dickinson Law and the preeminent authority on the law of Russia and other former Soviet republics and the author, co-author, editor, or translator of more than 120 books on Soviet, Russian, Ukrainian and other Commonwealth of Independent States legal systems.

**Bull, Kirsti Strøm** is Professor Emerita at the University of Oslo, Law Faculty (Departement of Private Law). Her research fields are natural resource law and sámi law, and legal history in these subjects.

**Egge, Åsmund** is Professor Emeritus at the University of Oslo, Institute of Archaeology, Conservation and History. He has been working on modern Russian history and Russian-Norwegian relations (diplomatic relations, the Comintern and Norway, Alexandra Kollontai in Norway etc.)

**Eide, Asbjørn** is Professor Emeritus at the University of Oslo, Norwegian Center for Human Rights.

**Fodchenko, Irina** is a PhD Candidate at the Faculty of Law (Scandinavian Institute of Maritime Law), University of Oslo.

**Grigore-Bāra, Elīna**, dr. iur., is an assistant professor at the Chair of Legal Theory and History, the Faculty of Law of the University of Latvia. She received her Ph.D. in legal science (in the subfield of legal theory and legal history) from the University of Latvia in 2013.

The doctoral thesis was devoted to study of origination and development of the institution of compulsory alienation of immovable property against compensation for the public needs (expropriation) within the territory of the modern-day Latvia. Grigore-Bāra is the author of several scientific publications on various topics of Latvian legal history and philosophy of law. She also teaches study courses on Latvian legal history, legal theory and philosophy of law at the University of Latvia.

**Hobér, Kaj** is Professor of International Investment Law and Trade Law at Uppsala University, Chairperson of the Stockholm Chamber of Commerce Board and an Associate Member of 3VB Chamber in London. He has written on the reforms in the Soviet and post-Soviet law, has extensive experience with Russian law and has among other been involved with legal reforms including privatization in Russia.

The conference is organized by the research group **Law, Society and Historic Change** and hosted by **Scandinavian Institute of Maritime Law University of Oslo**
Hunter, Tina is a Professor at the Law School of the University of Aberdeen and the Director of the Aberdeen University Centre for Energy Law (AUCEL).

Kekkonen, Jukka, Professor of Legal History and Roman Law, Law Faculty, University of Helsinki, and a Member of the Board of the University of Helsinki.

Mestad, Ola, Professor, Law Faculty (Scandinavian Institute of Maritime Law), University of Oslo.

Scott Newton is Reader in the Laws of Central Asia at SOAS University of London, where since 1999 he has been teaching and conducting research in the legal-institutional transition in Russia/Central Asia; law, development and globalisation; and human rights. He specialises in Soviet and post-Soviet law and is the author of Law and the Making of the Soviet World: the Red Demiurge (Routledge 2014), and The Constitutional Systems of the Independent Central Asian States: a comparative and contextual analysis (Hart, 2016), as well as articles and book chapters. He is involved in several ongoing research projects related to Soviet legal history. He has lived, worked and researched for extended periods in Russia, Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan and has consulted on legal assistance programmes/assessments across the former USSR for the World Bank, ADB, and others, as well as providing expert testimony on Russian and Central Asian Law in English legal proceedings and elsewhere.

Zyberi, Gentian is a Professor of International Law and Human Rights at the Norwegian Center for Human Rights of the University of Oslo. He holds a bachelor’s degree (LL.B) from Tirana University, Albania, and a Master’s degree (LL.M) and a PhD degree in International Law from Utrecht University, the Netherlands. During the last fourteen years he has done research, published and taught in the areas of international human rights, international humanitarian law, international criminal law and public international law at universities in the Netherlands, Norway, US, China and Albania.